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Dear Brothnr:
During the academic year 1953-54 I hope to write these random paragraphs more regularly than in
the immediate past. There are several reasons for this somewhat vague hope. In the first place, I should
like to submit some of the things that are being said and thought and done on the campus; in the sec
ond place, the University is again on the eve of several major developments — both academic and
physical —concerning which I should like to keep you inform^ as thoroughly as possible. I shall be
grateful if you find these notes of some small interest
I hope that you have had a happy and peaceful vacation. Sometimes I suspect that there is an
unborn doctoral dissertation in the topic, "The Purposes of a Clerical Vacation and how these Purposes
may be Accomplished." The reason for this suspicion lies in the fact that the brethem seem to differ
widely and articulately on the objectives of a ministerial recess. A few months ago a brother stopped at
the office and told me that he has regularly taken his vacation among as many people as he can possi
bly find in one place. He goes to the most crowded resort and happily browses around among human
beings. When I asked him to give cause and reason, he answered; "When I come back home my own
people look so much better." A second brother (and I believe that he probably represents the majority)
stated that he tries to get away from people just as far as possible. He pointed out that the ministry is
about 75% contact with human beings and that this continuous touching of souls and hearts is spiritually
and emotionally tremendously exhausting. For a complete rest he felt, it was necessary to get away
from human beings just as much and as far as one possibly can.
An interesting question — and certainly not academic! A clerical vacation must be one which con
siders the spiritual and emotional factors in the greatest profession on earth. It is evident that, with a
few exceptions, the ministry does not make heavy demands upon a man's physical strength if his health
is fairly normal. Day after day and year after year, however, it imposes a spiritual and mental strain
which must be the primary factor in the choice and value of a vacation. This is why our Lord said:
"Come ye apart and rest awhile." The "moving apart" from the pressing, restless crowd was a neces
sary prelude to the "resting". Who of us does not know that in our age of crowds and cities and
telephones?
I spent a part of the waiting, breathless summer of the year of our Lord 1953 on a hurried journey
to Europe. Since my return I have tried very hard not to pose as an expert, as so many returning trav
elers do, on all matters relating to that dark and sullen continent. Europe is far too complex and
decadent for even the most thorough observer to make any relevant generalizations. Perhaps, however,
two observations may be in order in this brief note.
First: We flew out of Washington on a military plane at 1:00 p.m. We were at the Azores at 9:30
p.m., and in Paris by 9:00a.m. It must be perfectly clear to everyone that in a world so small some of
the slogans and watchwprds of 1776 and 1920 are completely irrelevant and silly. What happens now
almost anywhere on the face of the globe resoimds around the world in a few seconds. It is true, of
course, that this also applies to the eternal gospel and the journeys of missionaries. Through the speed
of light and the roar of the airplane we are coming to understand better what God the Holy Spirit meant
two thousand years ago when He wrote through the pen of St. Paul: "God hath made of one flesh .. . ":
Second: One afternoon I had a most pleasant and illuminating conference with the current rector
of the University of Heidelberg, Dr. Eberhardt Schmidt. After we had discussed the possibility of ex
change students and professors (a project in which he was very much interested) we turned to other
matters. I shall never forget the emphatic way in which he pointed to the fact that the Ruprecht-Karl
University at Heidelberg had been founded in 1386. Then he added: 'Tou in America must know that
the world has changed more since 1914 than in all the years between 1386 and 1914." The full weight
of this observation is still not as evident as it should be. Years ago when I came from the streets of New
York to my grandfather's parish in Perry County I first felt the tremendous gap which separated the
world before the industrial revolution from our present era. I have often noted that there was less differ
ence between the life of my grandfather and the life of the Galilean shepherd than there is between his
life in 1900 and my own in 1953.


